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Detection and Location of Open Circuit Fault by Space Search
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a space search technique is us('d【o detect and locate the faults of the circuit interconnections.

The circuit interconnections are represented by the trec structure and the tree space is searched to detect and lo

cate the open faultsof the circuit interconnections. The bread나] search is used to detect the open faults and reduce 

the space size. The depth scareh is 니sed to locate t he open fa니l〔s

요 약

인공지능(Al)으-] 흐!기법인 Space Search 丿|법을 이용하여 회모의 느卜선 실함의 유半 닢 결함위 치를 찾아내匕 방법을 제시 

하였다.

보통 회로의 결함은단선 및 난락의 구조직 결함으로나뉘어진다. 두가지 셜함 모두 회로의 〃능에 중대한이상을 초래한다

그중 단선에 의한 회로의 결함에 대하여 다루었다. 우선 회로를 nef오]의 연결 path에 따라 tree 子조로 변환하였匸卜.

서로 독립된 net들은 서로 나른 tree의 node들 이루며 각각의 tree는 선기적。一루 여결됨이 없다 각 tree의 최상단早의 

root node에 test vector를 입력하고 최하단부의 leaf node에시 vestor를 관찰하여 입력된 test vector오+ 비교한다. :】一 비」卩 

결과 동일 유무에 따라 결함의 유무를 판정한다. 결함이 있다고 판정된 leaf node는 depth search 방법에 의하여 root node 

쪽으로 test vecto「를 耻찰하여, 전기적 신호에 의하여 회루의 선로기- 단선된 위치를 찾아내도록 하는 방법을 제시하였다.

I. Introduction

Along with the technology advances, the more 

sophisticated and complex electronic equipment are 

being developed and PCB'sfPrinted Circuit Boards) 

are designed with the more thinner interconnect, lines 

and layers.

The interconnect lines provide the signa] paths am 

ong the components. The broken interconnect lines 

and the shorted lines change the signal paths and ev 

entually change the function of circuit.

After the components are loaded and soldered on 

the PCB, it is very difficult to detect fault. Also, more 

Surface Mounting Devices (SMD) are used.

n. Fa나Its of the circuit interconnections

Most of the faults of the circuit interconnection 

are divided into two categories and they are structur- 

이 faults and parametric faults. The parametric faults 

change the frequency characteristics and the circuit 

performance and they are very critical to the time- 

critiCcAl circuits. The parametric faults happen much 

less than rhe structural faults in the interconnect 

wires and they are not handled m this paper.

Most of the faults in the interconnect wires are the 

structuralfaults and they are usually manufacturing 

or stuck at fa니Its. The struct니!■시 faults are consist of 

the short circuit faults and the open circuit faults. 

Open circuit faults means the broken signal paths 

among the netsthat should be connected together 

and change the function of the circuit by blocking 

the signal paths. The broken path includes the bro 

ken through holes betweenthe different circuit layers.

Short circuit fault results from the unwanted sig-
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• ui! ixithr- anioiig the nets that, should be isolated 

I in.' Iler s and change rhefunct ion o 1' tiic 

b\ adding tlie unwanted signa] flow, '「he short 

circuit fault result s ironi t he incomplete separation 

neigiilxx circuit paths mid the 나】rough holes 

that tiavcunwantcd contact wi나] the circuit p;iths on 

rhe different layrers whtbsho니d be isolated.

'「he open circuit feults can be detected and located 

b\r probing thecircuit pa나is electrically. The 아]。rt 

circuit faults can be detected by probing elect 

iybuL the faults can not be located by electrical test 

method becausethe elect门cal probing signals can be 

detected at any pointsof the circuit paths of the sh

orted interconnect wires. So the other test methods, 

such as automatic visual test! >XVT), areusecl to lo 

c;：ite the short circuit faults.

In this paper,we will handle the open circuit fault 

and discuss the detection and location of the open 

circuit fa니Its of ttieintcrconriect circuits. From the 

이)search technique, the breadth search is used 

t ode tec t the faults and the de^h search is used to 

locate the faults.

ID. Tree representation of interconnect circuit

We can build a net group tree with nets and each 

node representsthe net of the circuit. In 나】e net 

group tree representation, the tree shows the con

nection status of the nets b니t does not show the con 

nection status of the through holes and test pms. 

And we trace the path between the involved nets to 

find the exact location of the open circuit fault.

By including the nodes representing other points 

such as the 나irough holes and the test pins in a net 

group tree representation, the open circuit faults can 

be identified by the nets, the thro니gh holes and the 

test pins. As a result, the open circuit faults^can be 

identified by the nets, the through holes, and the 

test pins.

In the tree representation, the root node on the top 

and all the leaf nodes on the bottom ievel represent 

the nets, and all 나】e other nodes m between rep 

resent the 나irough holes anci the test pins. 7'he dep 

th of the tree is the maximum number of paths from 

root node to the leaf nodes. The tree is to be sear

ched to locate 나 1。open circuit faults of the net gro

up by using the depth search. Any nets of the net 

印pup can be selected as the root node m the tree 

representation, but., the root node is recommended to 

be selected to minimize the depth and search time. 

For the minimum depth of tree, the root node is 

elected from one of the nets which are geometri 

cally located in the center of the interconnect wires 

layouts.

Detection of a open circuit fault between the net 

and the through hold of a net group is to find the 

broken paths between the nodes in the tree repre

senting 나雄 net group. To find the broken path in the 

tree, a test vector is applied at root node and breadth 

search is performed for all the leaf nodes on the bot 

tom to observe the test vector. Then for the leaf 

nodes where the observed test vector is not the same 

as the applied test vector, the continuity of their 

parent nodes is tested by using the depth search 

starting from the faulty loaf nodes.

I\ . Search technique for fault detection and 
location

To detect and locate the open circuit faults in a 

net tree, a set of two nodes is selected from a net 

tree and the contin니ity between those two nodes is 

tested. This test is repeated for all the possible com 

bination sets of nodes. If the test procedure is per 

formed sequentially, another set of two nodes is te

sted after one testm잉 one set. This is an exhaustive 

test procedure and takes a long time. For the net 

tree with m nodes, all the possible combination sets 

of two nodes are :

m I 
mP-> = ----二3-

(m — 2)!

So. to check the continuity between m nodes, m 

(m— 1) tests have to be performed.

The leaf nodes where the detected response are 

the same as the test vector are faul비ess leaf nodes 

and the leaf nodes have connected paths to root 
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node. The leaf nodes where the detected responses 

are not the same as the test vector are faulty leaf 

nodes and there are broken paths between the leaf 

nodes and root node. We can start search from those 

initial state of faulty and faultless leat nodes to find 

lhe broken path. In the tree structure of a net group, 

we can reduce the state search space of finding the 

broken paths positions of a net group tree by elr 

minating the branches which are riot involved in the 

open circuit faults.

V. Fa니It Detection and Space Reduction by 
breadth search

The search techniq니es are used to detect and io 

cate the open circuit faults in a net group tree. It is 

mentioned that all the nodes of a net gro나p are nor

mally connected and the connection status can be 

known from the netlist and the interconnection cir 

cuit layouts, figure 2 shows an example of the net 

tree.

The nodes are labeled as from N1 to N15. A root 

node N1 and leaf nodes N26, N27.......  N-15 represents

the nets of a net group. The rest of nodes. N2. N3. 

.... N19, and N25 represents other pins m the same 

net group,such as through holes or other test points.

At the root node NL a test vector is applied for 

the net group and responses are observed from the 

leaf nodes at the bottom （N26. N27........ N44.- N45）.

The observed responses are breadth-searched at the 

bottom lev아 from left to right or from right to left. 

If we select breadth-search from left to right, the 

responses at the leaf nodes level will be examined in

나'order N26, N27, N28....... N44. N45.

The breadth search is performed at 나 le butt on i 

lev이 ot 나理 net group tree to check if 나理 test vectcH' 

applied on 나止 top of the tree is transferred to the 

（k）Crom jc?v（-i I rircHigh ail tiie iiilcnnediatc nodcb be 

； ■ h./ 代心；liutif' and r ho

Since the root node and the leaf nodes represent all 

니ic nets of a net group, if the observed response at 

the leaf nodes are the same as the applied test vec 

tor. all the jx.uhs from 나］e root node to the leaf nodes 

are connected and the net group does not tuivc any 

open circuit faults.

The test vector is applied at the root node and the 

responses are observed at the leaf nodes. If 나 

exists any broken path between the root node and 

나Isf node, the applied response vector can not be 

observed from the leaf node. And we know 니"it 

there exists a broken path between the leaf node and 

its parent nodes or between any of its ancestor nodes 

at 나】e upper lev이s. So, by searching and ex니Timmg 

the bottom level only,we can detect the open 顷c디it 

faults of a net group. After the leaf nodes at the b（）t 

tom level are searched in breadth, the leaf nodes can 

be divided into two categories,faulty leaf nodes and 

faultless leaf nodes. The faulty leaf node means that 

there exists at least one broken path between the 

root node and 나ic faulty leaf node and all the ances 

tor nodes at the upper levels should be searched to 

find the broken paths between the faulty le거f node 

and the root node. Fig니re 3 shows the leaf nodes at 

the bottom lev시 after the responses f「이归 the leaf 

nodes are examined. They are labeled as On for a 

faultless leaf node and Fn for a faulty leaf node. The

n26 n27 n28 n29 n30 n31 n32 n33 n34 n35 n36 n37 n38 n39 n40 n41 n42 n43 n44 n45

Figure 2. Example of a net tree representation
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、、卩a(M、of all the noties ot a net group tree forms 

I he net group spacer and this can be constructed from 

;i net group tree by tracing back the ancestor nodes 

of t he leaf nodes toward the root node. Table 1 shows 

the net group space for Figure 3. From the examin 

atiou of the leaf nodes at the bottom level, the leaf 

nodes are divided into faultless leaf nodes and faulty 

leaf nodes. Here, we will call the set of faulty nodes, 

all their ancestor nodes to the root node, and their 

paths as the faulty space. And the faultless leaf no 

des. their ancestor nodes to the root node, and their 

paths arc called as the faultless space.

For a net group tree, there can be a case where 

there is a broken path in the tree but we can observe 

the test vector from every leaf node due to a short 

circuit path provides a redundant path for the broken 

path. If we test the connections between only the 

nets in a net group, the continuity test between the 

root node and the leaf nodes at the bottom level 

detects all the faults. The nodes at the intermediate 

levels represent the through holes and test pins.

For a net group with K nets and H through holes 

and test points, the corresponding tree represen

tation has a root node, K 一 1. leaf nodes, and H inter 

mediate nodes and the total search state space is H 

+ K — 1 nodes. Also, if the net group tree has B aver

age children nodes and n levels, the total state space 

is Bn. and if there are P average children nodes that 

are not involved in the open circuit faults at n lev어s, 

the size of the state space of faultless nodes is Pn 

and this space can be eliminated from the total state 

space (B*n)  and only (B ^n —P *n)  nodes in the 

state space need to be searched to locate the fault 

positions. So. in the net group tree, the search space 

for the depth search. This means, the faultless space 

can be eliminated from the net group space and we 

can detect all the faults of the net group by search

ing only faulty space.

Locating the Faults by depth search In most cases, 

the circuit boards under test may have open circuit 

faults in their net groups and all the nodes of the net 

group tree would be searched to locate the open cir

cuit faults of the net group. In a net group tree 

representing K nets and H through holes,every node 

except the root node has a path connected to its 

parent node and the net group tree with K + H nodes 

has K + H — 1 paths connecting the nodes. From the 

breadth search at the bottom level of the net group 

tree, the faults can be detected for the given net 

group tree. And if faults are detected on the leaf 

nodes, the ancestor nodes of the faulty leaf nodes are 

searched to locate the fault positions.

As we described before, the paths from the root 

node to the faultless nodes can be eliminated from 

the depth search space. We do not have to perform 

additional search m the faultless space and only the 

faulty space should be searched to locate the open 

circuit fault positions of the net group.

From Figure 3, we make Table 1 that shows the 

net group space and the depth relationships of the 

nodes for each level. Table 2 shows the faultless 

space. Table 3 shows the search state space of the 

nodes involved in the faulty leaf nodes, which is the 

faulty space. In Table 3. depth search can start from 

either the leftmost or the rightmost faulty leaf node. 

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the depth search space

nl

Fig니re 3. Faulty and faultless leaf nodes after the breadth search
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Table 1. Net group space and the depth relations wnh upper node>

level 1 nl ! nl 'nl nl nl nl nl nl nl 'nl

level 2 :nl9 .n2 n2 112 I ； ,； n? 從 .y)

iev이 3 ;n20 nl .n 1 nl n 1 M ! nl 'nl nl n上

Jevel 4 ■ n21 :n7 n7 ,n7 n7 n8 n8 n9

lev니 5 :01 nil :nl2 nl2 nl.2 nl?； n 13 r)14 nil n 1

level B :ol ■ il Lj i i i > Z

LEVEL
I ,
；good bad

level 1 ；nl :nl ! nl nl nl nl nl nl nl Hi

level 2 i n2 i n2 :n2 n3 nB n3 n3 n：-； n3 u'A

level 3 ■ n5 :n5 ! n5 n6 n6 n(； n22 n?? ti2? 官

level 4 丨n9 ! n9 'n9 ，nlO nlO nlO n?3 n23 心

level 5 ,n!6 j nl6 \ nl(i ,n!7 nlS nlS n21 心 1125

level 6 ! no j Hl 1 fl? ;fl 3 :ill tl5 o2 o3 : 이 o5

LEVEL bad good

Table 2. Faultless net group space

level 1 nl n] nl :nl ：nl

levei 2 nI9 n，3 n3 :n,3 n.3

level 3 n20 n22 ；n22 :n?2 1 n22

level 4 ：n21 n23 n23 ■ n23 ：n23

level 5 01 工시 n24 :n25 ! n25

level f； :01 「o2 ：o3 ol ,。5

LEVEL good

node

Table 3. Faulty net group space

level 1 nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl

level 2 n2 n2 :n2 ；n? n2 n2 ；n2 n?

level 3 ； n4 nl :n4 n4 n4 n4 n4 :nl

level 4 n7 、7 .n~ n7 n8 nK
i n8 :n8

level 5 nil nI2 1 n!2 i nl2 ! nl3 nl.3 丄―므브 :nl4

level 6 Ufl . f2 i f3 ! fl : f5 比 :fH

LEVEL bad 

node

level 1 nl nl i nl I nl I nl ! nl i nl

level 2 n2 n2 i n2 ! n2
•丄 n3 n3 n3

level 3 n5 n5 n5
! n5 I n6 n6

1 n6 —

level 4 n9 n9 i n9 — 4—끄으. ...J... D10 ■ 一 nW :nlO

level 5 n!5 nl6 i nl6 n!6
-「fl厂

---I nl7 nl8 ■ nl8

level 6 f9 HO ! fll fl3 ：；fl4 i f!5
i.......... ......

LEVEL bad 

node

when all the leaf nodes are assumed to be faulty and 

all the nodes of the net group tree have to be 

searched.

In the worst case, we may have to search from the 

leaf node to deep into the root node level. The search 

space for a tree with breadth W, and depth D, is W*  

D, and we have the biggest depth search space for 

the given net group tree.

Figure 4 shows the depth search space starting 

from the leftmost node and Figure 5 shows the depth 

search space starting from the rightmost leaf node. 

Both cases have the same space size,since they arc 

searching the same tree. We will consider only the 

depth search starting from the leftmost faulty leaf 

node.

From Figure 4, it is shown that the upper level 

nodes are not searched if they are already searched 

at a previous depth search. This accomplishes ad 

ditional reduction of the depth search space. For 

example, from a leaf node Fl, its ancestor nodes Nil,
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Figure 5. Breadth search starting from the rightmost leaf node

nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl
n2 n2 nl n2 n2 n2 n2 n2 nl n2 n2 n2 n3 n3 n3
n4 n4 n4 n4 n4 n4 n4 n4 n5 n5 n5 n5 n6 n6 n6
萨 n7 n7 n7 n8 n8 n8 n8 n9 n9 n9 n9 nlO nlO nlO
nil nl2 n!2 nl2 n!3 nl3 n 14 nl4 nl5 n!6 nl6 nl6 nl7 nl8 nl8
fl f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 flO fll fl2 fl3 fl4 fl5

Figure 4. Bread! h search starting fron the leftmost leaf

nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl
n2 n2 n2 n2 n2 n2 n2 n2 n2 n2 n2 n2 n3 n3 n3
n4 n4 n4 n4 n4 n4 n4 n4 n5 n5 n5 n5 n6 n6 n6
n7 n7 n7 n7 n8 n8 n8 n8 n9 n9 n9 n9 nlO nlO nlO
nil nl2 nl2 nl2 nl3 nl3 nl4 nl4 nl5 n!6 nl6 nl6 nl7 n!8 nl8
fl f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 flO fll fl2 fl3 f!4 fl5

N7, N4, N2, N1 are searched and the open circuit 

faults in those nodes can be detected and located. 

Them, from the next leaf node FZ.its parent node 

N12 is searched and then node N7 is searched and 

depth search stops for leaf node F2. Since all the an

cestor nodes of node N7 are already searched at the 

previous depth search from node Fl, we can stop ad

ditional searches above node N7 and eliminate the 

duplicated searches from node N7 to node Nl. In the 

same way, from node F3, F4, only node N12 is sear

ched since the nodes above N12 were searched at 

previous search from node F2.

For node F5, its ancestor nodes N13 and N8 are 

searched and search stops at node N4, since the up

per level of node N4 is searched at the previous sear

ch. For node F13, all of its ancestor nodes (N17, N10, 

N6, N3, Nl) are searched since none of its ancestor 

nodes are searched at previous depth searches. So, 

by the depth search of the faulty leaf nodes at the 

bottom level, we can locate all the multiple open cir

cuit faults of the given net group.

In the depth search from the leaf nodes, we start 

searching from the obseved faulty responses and the 

search proceeds toward the upper level locating the 

open circuit faults. The conventional depth search 

technique may search the whole search space, net 

group search, to find the goal. We divide the search 

space into fa니Ity space and faultless space. The goal, 

open circuit faults, does not exist in the faultless 

space and the depth search is applied to search only 

the faulty space and locate the fault positions.

The location of open circuit faults using the depth 

search in the faulty space is implemented as the fol

lowing procedure. The list OPEN contains the faulty 

leaf nodes and list CLOSE will have the least of the 

upper level nodes already searched and list FAULT 

LIST will have the list of node pairs where the open 

circuit fa니ts are located.

Search Flow

PROCEDURE OPEN__CIRCUIT_FAULT.LOCATION 

INITIALIZE : OPEN = [FAULTY丄EAFLNODES]

CLOSE =[]

FAULT LIST = []

STOP-FALSE

WHILE OPEN is NOT []

REPEAT

S = 나le LEFTMOST LEAF_NODE from OPEN 

REMOVES S FROM OPEN

ADD S to CLOSE

X = S

WHILE STOP is NOT TRUE

REPEAT

P =d±e PARENT_NODE of X

CHECK PATH between X and P

IF OPEN CIRCUIT^FAULT EXIST

THEN

ADD[X P] to FAULT.LIST

ELSE

NO OPERATION

IF P EXISTS in CLOSE
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THEN

S7T)P TR!.rE

ELSE IF P is ROOT NCI나，

THEN

,M)D P e CI.X：)SF

STOP TRUE

ELSE
ADD P to C'l GSE

X • p

\l. Con시usion

In this paper, we discussed a space search tcch- 

ni이uc for the detection of the struct니ral faults of the 

circuit interconnections. We handled the detection of 

open-circuit faults detection and we showed that the 

circuit interconnection can be represented by a tree 

structure and by searching the tree space, the open 

circuit faults can be detected and the fault locations 

can be identified.too. Multiple fa니Its were allowed m 

this study.

The application of state space search techniques is 

from Artificial Intelligence and was studied to detect 

and locate the open circuit faults in the test. Breadth 

search detects the list of nets disconnected. The con 

nected nets and their paths were removed from tlic 

search space and the reduced search space reduced 

the search time for depth search. With the faulty 

nets and their paths.depth search was [jcrfonneci ro 

find the locations of broken circuit paths.
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